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PLACES OF WORSHIP:
UNDERSTANDING
SECURITY ISSUES
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Chapter 1

Crime at Places of Worship: An Overview
Frequency of attacks and crimes
Types of attacks and crimes experienced

32%

13%

41%

62%

Once a day

At least once a month

At least every six months

Burglary, theft, robbery

24%

An exploration of current
security threats to places of
worship in the UK and the
practical solutions available

Verbal harassment

73%

15%

At least once a year

Less than once a year

29%
Vandalism

Breakdown: Attacks and crimes experienced where
frequency is at least every six months

54% 48%

51%

42% 49%

Verbal
harassment

Physical
harassment

Places of worship as a place of asylum and safety,
compared to five years ago

44%

More a place of
asylum and safety
Burglary, theft,
robbery
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Chapter 3

Looks Can Be Deceiving
What does a place of worship look
like? Public expectations are set by
local examples as well as high-profile
establishments throughout the UK.

Cinema conversion is a solution that’s found favour
in the US. Reverend Ethan Maple, the founder of
The Movie Theater Church in Indianapolis, stated:
‘We’re reaching out to those who have no religious
background. Everyone’s gone to see a movie, and going
to a theater to see worship is not a huge jump.’20

However, many places of worship are not immediately
obvious to passers-by. A large number of religious
bodies in the UK are housed in buildings that don’t
follow traditional religious architecture, or in properties
that were originally designed for another function.
There is also a growing trend of religious
buildings transitioning across faiths, such as
recent plans for a Methodist chapel in Wales
to be converted into a mosque.14

The problem with unobvious spaces

Desired security measures

To recap, research shows that people would like to see
CCTV (42%), alarm systems (31%), better lighting (24%),
gates (27%), and security fencing (23%) at their place
of worship and this should be respected, regardless of
whether the building is overtly religious or not.

There are around 1,500 mosques across the UK, but only
16% of them are purpose-built.15 The majority of these
places of worship are not what the public might expect
and are modest establishments nestled in urban settings.

Even when appropriate security solutions are
installed and the place of worship doesn’t
resemble a religious institution (e.g. a cinema),
best practice should be observed.

Furthermore, there has been increasing encouragement
in recent years for a new generation of mosques
without traditional features to be designed by architects.
Prominent voices include Baroness Warsi,16 the first
Muslim woman to sit in cabinet, and Shahed Saleem,17
who specialises in designing places of worship.

Risk Compensation Theory proposes that people adjust
their behaviour according to perceived risk. It’s vital
that worshippers and those in charge of the buildings
don’t become too complacent in our current climate.

Churches face different challenges. The numbers
of regular worshippers are in decline and The
Church of England reports that around 20
church buildings are closed each year.18

Where this is a concern, it may be worth specifying
lots of visible security: 70% agree that this makes
them feel more aware of security risks.

15%

Less a place of
asylum and safety
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Chapter 2

All

42%
40

People concerned by vandalism are
most worried about windows being
broken (52%).
It’s expected that people would be more concerned
with types of crimes they have actually seen and
know are possible on their sites; the results show this.
Of the people concerned by vandalism, they are most
worried about windows being broken (52%), damage
to the building’s exterior (46%), graffiti (45%), damage
to burial sites (34%), and damage to the building’s
interior (32%). For a security strategy to win the
trust of end users and reinforce their sense of safety,
it should aim to protect against all these threats.

46%
36%

34%
29%
23%

The most common is vandalism (18%) followed by
burglary, theft, and robbery (17%) and physical attacks on
worshippers (17%). This is closely aligned with the results
specifying the kinds of attacks that places of worship
have been targets of, outlined in the previous chapter.

Respondents who have experienced an attack/crime

50

30

Our research found that an overwhelming
majority of people are worried about
a range of security threats at their places
of worship: three-quarters of respondents
identified common crimes that
cause concern.

Again, an integrated security strategy is recommended,
combining an effective range of physical security solutions
to ensure the complete safety of worshippers.

31%

27%

25%

24%

28%

19%

20
10
0

Makkah Mosque, Leeds.

The need for physical security

The visible security conundrum

Have new security measures addressed these concerns,
especially given the increased investment in protecting
religious sites?

Physical perimeter security provides the first, and often
only, line of defence in protecting places of worship; the
visibility of these measures is vital in deterring potential
attacks. Research, however, has thrown light on a paradox
where visible security is concerned.

Our results show that, in most cases, changes of an
obvious nature have been made – immediate precautions
that don’t require funding. In the past five years, a
combined 67% of respondents noted that donation boxes
and valuables have been moved to more secure locations,
or away from plain sight.

Over three-quarters (76%) of respondents feel safer with
security measures in place, with over two-thirds (67%)
agreeing that ‘lots of visible security’ makes them feel
safe, while 69% say lots of visible security increases their
awareness of security risks.
Herein lies the dilemma. While 76% of respondents feel
safer with security measures in place, 54% also feel more
nervous as a result of visible physical security. Furthermore,
62% believe it detracts from the aesthetic of their place of
worship. Nearly three-quarters (72%) would like security
to be in place, but ‘not in an obvious way’.

62% of respondents are worried about
physical security threats.

Broken church window.

Security
fencing

Gates

CCTV

Alarm
systems

Security
guards

Almost 38% have seen more tightly controlled access
to buildings and grounds: an essential step in protecting
places of worship and addressing most of the main
concerns. However, only 25% reported an increase in
physical security measures such as fencing and gates – the
lowest proportion of changes experienced, despite being
arguably the most effective.

Better
lighting

Two sides of the same risk
Risk Compensation Theory states that people adjust their behaviour according to perceived risk. In situations
where people perceive greater risk, they act more cautiously; when they feel more protected, they act less
carefully. This links with the visible security conundrum, which specifiers of security solutions need to resolve.
Lots of visible security make the majority of people
feel safer, so they may act less carefully.

Attendance patterns are further affected by a shift
in worshipper behaviour in the digital age: instead
of visiting a church for religious teaching, millennials
and members of Generation Z can ‘download and

9

Chapter 2

Where places of worship are situated in less obvious
buildings, there is still a need to provide adequate security
measures. Recent attacks at the North Brixton Islamic
Cultural Centre,23 a mosque in a repurposed highstreet building, and the Dar-ul-Isra mosque in Cardiff,24
a residential housing conversion, show that places of
worship are vulnerable targets irrespective of the façade.

Every week, attractive and high-value church conversions
across the UK appear on the property market. As theft of
lead is a perennial issue for churches – the recent spree
of lead thefts across Lincolnshire is just one example22 –
homeowners and especially businesses need to take heed
before moving into converted property.
Along with conducting regular checks of roofs so that
lead theft is detected at the earliest opportunity, effective
security measures should be installed to deter criminals.
Security fencing and gates along with an integrated
lighting and CCTV strategy is recommended – these are
measures that hinder entry and escape, or increase the risk
of discovery and conviction.

The answer will ultimately be based on a project-byproject approach, but there are common principles to
adhere to.

A new generation of design
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Toughening security

Here in the UK, of the 173 surviving original Odeon
cinemas, two are being used as churches.21 Places of
worship don’t necessarily look like places of worship,
and current evidence points towards a future in
which appearances will be even more ambiguous.

The increasing flexibility of places of worship poses an
interesting problem for designers: should the site be
secured in accordance with the original function of the
building, or its updated purpose?

Looks can be deceptive; security strategies need to adapt
accordingly in response to current risks and those posed
by using facilities not originally designed for worship.

29%

Neither more nor less a place
of asylum and safety

Vandalism

Designing for Security & Assurance

listen in their own time, access commentary and
translations in the palm of their hand, and have
the option of being part of the live stream.’19

Although the grandeur of the Ghamkol Sharif Mosque
in Birmingham, the Shri Swaminarayan Temple in
London, the Bowdon Shul synagogue in Manchester
and Canterbury Cathedral in Kent may be unmatched,
they represent, as leading archetypes, what much of
the public believes religious buildings should look like.

Trespassers

A conclusion can be drawn that physical security solutions
are essential in enabling regular users of places of worship
to feel safe, but the aesthetic considerations of those
measures are equally important.

The risk of physical crimes being committed is reduced
when potential attackers are faced with the obstacles of
perimeter fencing, gates, CCTV, lighting and other security
solutions. It should be noted that 62% of respondents are
worried about physical security threats: a pressing concern
across all faith groups.

Lots of visible security make the majority of people
feel nervous. They perceive greater risk and may
act more cautiously.
St. Paul’s Cathedral, London.
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